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Broadband dielectric spectroscopy on glass-forming propylene carbonate
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Dielectric spectroscopy covering more than 18 decades of frequency has been performed on propylene
carbonate in its liquid and supercooled-liquid state. Using quasioptic submillimeter and far-infrared spectros-
copy, the dielectric response was investigated up to frequencies well into the microscopic regime. We discuss
the a process whose characteristic time scale is observed over 14 decades of frequency and the excess wing
showing up at frequencies some three decades above the peak frequency. Special attention is given to the
high-frequency response of the dielectric loss in the crossover regime between a peak and boson peak. Similar
to our previous results in other glass-forming materials, we find evidence for additional processes in the
crossover regime. However, significant differences concerning the spectral form at high frequencies are found.
We compare our results to the susceptibilities obtained from light scattering and to the predictions of various
models of the glass transition. @S1063-651X~99!06406-5#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Pf, 77.22.2d, 78.30.Ly
I. INTRODUCTION

Despite a long history of research on the glass transition
@1#, this phenomenon is still commonly regarded as an unre-
solved problem. In recent years a variety of new theoretical
and phenomenological approaches of the glass transition
~e.g., @2–9#! stimulated new experimental investigations of
the dynamic response of glass-forming liquids ~see, e.g.,
@10–20#!. Here dielectric spectroscopy has played an impor-
tant role, mainly due to the broad dynamic range accessible
with this method ~e.g., @8,9,16–22#!. Spectra of the dielectric
loss «9 show a variety of features, the microscopic origin of
most of them being still controversially discussed. Most
prominent is the a peak associated with the well known a or
structural-relaxation process. The comparison of the non-
trivial temperature dependence of the a-relaxation time with
theoretical predictions states an important test for any model
of the glass transition. Some decades above the a-peak fre-
quency np , an excess wing ~also called ‘‘high-frequency
wing’’ or ‘‘tail’’! shows up as a high-frequency excess con-
tribution to the power law n2b, commonly found at n
.np . This excess wing was already noted in the early work
of Davidson and Cole @23#. It seems to be a universal feature
of glass-forming liquids ~at least if a b relaxation is absent!
as can be deduced from the scaling behavior found by Nagel
and co-workers @8#. Based on this universal scaling of a
relaxation and excess wing, Nagel and co-workers @9# pro-
posed a divergence of the static susceptibility which essen-
tially implies a constant loss behavior at high frequencies
and low temperatures as has early been predicted by Wong
and Angell @24#. The interest in even higher frequencies, in
the GHz-THz region, was mainly stimulated by the mode
coupling theory ~MCT! @2–4#, which explains the glass tran-
sition in terms of a dynamic phase transition at a critical
temperature Tc significantly above the glass temperature Tg .
From neutron- and light-scattering experiments it is well
known that in the THz region the so-called boson peak
shows up in the imaginary part of the susceptibility of glass-
forming liquids. For the transition region between the a pro-
cess and boson peak, MCT predicts an additional contribu-
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tion, now commonly termed fast b relaxation. But also other
models predict fast processes, the most prominent being the
coupling model by Ngai and co-workers @5#. This transition
region was mainly investigated by neutron and light scatter-
ing and indeed indications for additional fast processes were
found @11,12,14,15#. The scattering results were described
within the framework of MCT and partly good agreement
with the theoretical results was obtained. However, the ap-
plicability of the MCT for glass-forming liquids, especially
at low temperatures near Tg , is still a matter of controversy.
Dielectric data were scarce in the relevant high-frequency
region as for classical dielectric methods the region above
GHz is not accessible. Only recently, our group was able to
obtain continuous dielectric spectra on glass-forming liquids
extending well into the submillimeter wavelength region
@18–20,25–27#. The existence of a broad minimum in «9(n)
was found which cannot be explained by a simple crossover
from the structural (a) relaxation to the far-infrared ~FIR!
vibrational response. Similar to the scattering results, clear
indications for additional fast processes prevailing in this
transition region were found. For glass-forming glycerol, by
combining classical dielectric spectroscopy, coaxial trans-
mission, and quasioptic submillimeter and far-infrared tech-
niques, spectra covering 18 decades of frequency and ex-
tending well into the THz range were obtained @27#. This
allowed for the observation of the complete dynamic re-
sponse including the boson peak. In addition, dielectric spec-
tra up to 380 GHz were obtained in @Ca(NO3)2#0.4@KNO3#0.6
~CKN! and @Ca(NO3)2#0.4@RbNO3#0.6 ~CRN! @19,20,25#.
Both are ionically conducting, molten-salt glass formers with
relatively high fragility @28,29#, m'90 @30#. In contrast,
glycerol is a rather strong hydrogen-bonded glass former
with a fragility parameter of m'53 @31#. In many respects,
especially concerning the high-frequency response near the
boson peak and the agreement of the dielectric data with
MCT predictions and with the scattering results, glycerol and
the molten salts behave qualitatively different. In order to
clarify the origin of these differences and in light of the
dependence of the boson peak contribution on fragility @32#,
it seemed of interest to investigate a fragile but molecular
6924 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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glass former. For this purpose we have chosen propylene
carbonate ~PC!, which like glycerol is a molecular glass
former, but can be characterized as a fragile (m'104 @31#!
van der Waals liquid. Preliminary results on PC in a some-
what restricted frequency range have been published earlier
@19,25,26#. In the present paper we present extended results
covering the complete dynamic range including the boson
peak. We address all features seen in the dielectric spectra,
i.e., the a response, the excess wing, the fast b-relaxation
region, and the boson peak. The results are compared with a
variety of theoretical predictions and with the findings from
other experimental methods.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The measurements presented in this paper have been per-
formed using a variety of different techniques to cover nearly
20 decades in frequency. The lowest frequencies (10 mHz
&n&1 kHz) were investigated in the time domain using a
spectrometer that is based on a design described by Mopsik
@33#. The complex dielectric constant was calculated from
the measured response function via a Fourier transformation.
The autobalance bridges HP4284 and HP4285 were used in
the range 20 Hz<n<20 MHz. For the radio-frequency and
microwave range (1 MHz<n<10 GHz) a reflectometric
technique was employed @34# using the HP4191 and HP4291
impedance analyzers and the HP8510 network analyzer. In
addition, at frequencies 100 MHz<n<30 GHz, data were
taken in transmission with the HP8510 network analyzer us-
ing 7 mm coaxial lines of various lengths ~between 10 and
300 mm! filled with the sample material. Closed-cycle refrig-
erators, N2, and He cryostats have been used to cover the
relevant temperature ranges.

At frequencies 40 GHz<n<1.2 THz a quasioptical sub-
millimeter spectrometer was used with an experimental ar-
rangement similar to a Mach-Zehnder interferometer @35#.
This setup allows for measuring the frequency dependence
of both the transmission and the phase shift of a monochro-
matic electromagnetic beam through the sample. The fre-
quency range up to 1.2 THz is covered continuously by 10
tunable narrow-band backward-wave oscillators ~BWOs!.
The signal was detected by a Golay cell or a pumped He
bolometer and amplified using lock-in techniques. The liquid
was put in specially designed cells made of polished stainless
steel with thin plane-parallel quartz windows; depending on
the range of frequency and temperature the thickness of the
sample cell was between 1 mm and 30 mm. The sample cell
was placed in a home-made cryostat and cooled by a con-
tinuous flow of nitrogen gas. The data were analyzed using
optical formulas for multilayer interference @36# with the
known thickness and optical parameters of the windows in
order to get the real and imaginary part of the dielectric
constant of the sample as a function of frequency at various
temperatures. At higher frequencies the samples were inves-
tigated with a Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer cov-
ering a regime from 450 GHz to 10 THz. This setup allows
the measurement of the transmission or reflection only,
whereas the phase shift caused by the sample cannot be de-
termined.

To cover the complete frequency range, a single «9(n)
curve at a given temperature is superimposed using results
from the various setups. The time-domain results are ob-
tained in arbitrary units and scaled by one factor to match the
autobalance bridge results. For the measurements at 1 GHz
<n<40 GHz there are some uncertainties of the absolute
values originating from an ill-defined geometry of the
samples or parasitic elements. These results have been partly
shifted by one scaling factor per measurement series which
led to a good match at both the low- and the high-frequency
side. Typically, shifting factors of less than 20% had to be
applied to obtain smooth curves. The submillimeter-
frequency results and, at losses «9*1, also the coaxial trans-
mission measurements provide excellent absolute values of
«8 and «9. The values for «9 from the infrared measurements
were calculated consistently with the Kramers-Kronig rela-
tion assuming a reasonable behavior of the dielectric con-
stant «8 which is almost constant in this frequency regime. In
this latter case, the error bars for «9 were estimated by a
variation of the assumed «8 behavior.

As sample material, propylene carbonate (Tg5159 K
@37#, Tm5218 K) with a purity of 99.7%, was used. To
avoid crystallization, polished sample holders had to be used
in the various experiments. However, occasional crystalliza-
tion, mainly at temperatures around 180 K, could not be
avoided completely. Therefore, some measurements were
performed after heating up to Tm and direct cooling to each
measurement temperature with relatively fast cooling rates ~1
K/min!.

III. RESULTS

A. a relaxation and excess wing

Figures 1 and 2 show «8(n) and «9(n) for various tem-
peratures in the whole accessible frequency range. «9(n)
~Fig. 2! exhibits the typical asymmetrically shaped
a-relaxation peaks shifting through the frequency window
with temperature. They are accompanied by relaxation steps
in «8(n) as seen in Fig. 1. In most respects the data agree
well with the results of earlier dielectric investigations of PC
@37–45# which were restricted to smaller frequency and tem-
perature ranges. However, some differences show up in
the absolute values ~see below!. The solid lines in Figs. 1
and 2 are fits of the a-relaxation region with the empirical
Cole-Davidson function @23#, «*5«`1(«s2«`)/(1
1i2pntCD)bCD, performed simultaneously for real and
imaginary part. «s and «` denote the low- and high-
frequency limit of the dielectric constant, respectively. A
good fit of the peak region was achieved. Very close to the
maximum the loss curves can also be described by the Fou-
rier transform of the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts ~KWW!
function @46#, F5F0 exp@2(t/tKWW)bKWW# ~dotted lines,
shown for 173 K only!. For all temperatures investigated the
KWW fit is of lower quality than the CD fit. This can be
ascribed to the fact that there is a significant difference of
CD and KWW response concerning the loss-peak region. For
the KWW response the curvature near the peak is retained
somewhat further above the peak frequency and a power law
«9;n2bKWW is approached at significantly higher frequen-
cies only. Therefore, in most cases the exponent bKWW ob-
tained from the KWW fits differs significantly from the
power-law exponent b actually observed for n.np . In con-
trast, for the CD fits bCD5b is found. Despite the fact that
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FIG. 1. Frequency dependence of the dielectric constant in PC at various temperatures. The solid lines are fits with the CD function
performed simultaneously on «9. The dotted line is a fit with the Fourier transform of the KWW function.
the KWW function is more widely used nowadays, in the
authors’ experience dielectric loss data in glass-forming ma-
terials are often described much better by the CD function
@22,26,27,47#. The inset of Fig. 2 shows the temperature de-
pendence of the frequency nt51/(2p^t&) which is virtually
identical to the peak frequency np . Here ^t& denotes
the mean relaxation time @48# calculated from ^t&CD
5bCDtCD for the CD function and ^t&KWW5tKWW /
bKWW3G(1/bKWW) (G denoting the Gamma function! for
the KWW function. The results from the CD ~circles! and the
KWW fits ~pluses! agree perfectly well and are in accord
with previously published data @37,38,41–43,49#. nt(T)
FIG. 2. Frequency dependence of the dielectric loss in propylene carbonate at various temperatures. The solid lines are fits with the CD
function, the dotted line is a fit with the Fourier transform of the KWW law, both performed simultaneously on «8. The dash-dotted line
indicates a linear increase. The FIR results have been connected by a dashed line to guide the eye. The inset shows nt51/(2p^t&) as
resulting from the CD ~circles! and KWW fits ~pluses! in an Arrhenius representation. The line is a fit using the VFT expression, Eq. ~1!,
with TVF5132 K, D56.6, and n053.231012 Hz.
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shows the well known deviations from thermally activated
behavior, typical for fragile glass formers. It can be param-
etrized using the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann ~VFT! equation
@50# ~line in the inset of Fig. 2; see Sec. IV A!.

In Fig. 3~a! the relaxation strengths D«5«s2«` obtained
from the CD and KWW fits are shown. One has to be aware
that D« resulting from the fits is somewhat smaller than D«
read off from the «8(n) data of Fig. 1. As seen in Fig. 1, the
fits overestimate «` because there is an additional decrease
of «8(n) corresponding to the excess wing contribution ~see
below! which is not taken into account by the CD fits. Con-
sequently D« shown in Fig. 3~a! presents the relaxation
strength of the a process alone, without the excess wing
contribution. D« decreases monotonically with temperature
which is in accord with previous reports @37,39,43#. How-
ever, the decrease found in the present work is somewhat
less steep than reported earlier. Unfortunately, in @43# where
a rather broad temperature and frequency range was investi-
gated, no absolute values of D« were reported. The results
from the high-frequency measurements of Payne and The-
odorou @39# are compatible with our data at T.273 K except
for their lowest temperature ~195 K!, where a much higher
value (D«'86) was found. However, the relaxation time at
195 K reported by these authors deviates by more than one
decade from that found in the present and other works
@43,49#, which sheds some doubt upon the significance of the
results at this temperature. Also from the results of Huck
et al. @41# and Angell et al. @37# near 170 K a much higher
magnitude of D« (.100) than determined here can be read
off. The determination of the absolute values of D« is a
difficult task as it depends on the shifting factors necessary
to match results from different experimental setups and on
the subtraction of possible stray capacitances inherent to
some methods. We believe that due to the broad overlap of
the frequency ranges of the various devices used in the
present work, the reproducibility of results with different

FIG. 3. Relaxation strength D« ~a! and width parameter b ~b! as
obtained from simultaneous fits of «8(n) and «9(n) using the CD
function and the Fourier transform of the KWW function. The solid
line in ~a! has been calculated using the MCT prediction ~see text!.
The solid lines in ~b! indicate a linear increase.
sample holders, and the simultaneous fitting of «8(n) and
«9(n), Fig. 3~a! gives a good estimate of the absolute value
of D« .

Figure 3~b! shows the width parameter obtained from
both fitting procedures. Both bCD and bKWW increase nearly
linearly with temperature up to about 200 K. Above this
temperature a tendency to saturate at a value below unity is
observed. This is in contrast to @43#, where bCD(T) was re-
ported to saturate at unity for high temperatures. This dis-
crepancy may be due to the smaller frequency range avail-
able in @43#, which for high temperatures leads to a
restriction of the data at the high-frequency side of the loss
peaks, which is essential for the determination of bCD . Un-
fortunately, no «9(n) data of PC are shown in @43#.

At frequencies about two to three decades above np , de-
viations of «9(n) from the CD fits show up. For low tem-
peratures these deviations can be described as a second
power law, «9;n2b with b,b , in addition to the power law
«9;n2b constituting the high-frequency flank of the a peak.
The exponent b decreases with decreasing temperature as
found previously for PC and other glass-forming materials
@45#. The excess wing is accompanied by a decrease in «8(n)
as mentioned above. It shows up as a somewhat smoother
rounding of the «8(n) curves ~compared, e.g., to the CD
behavior! when approaching «` ~Fig. 1!. For T5193 K the
exponent b has reached a value almost identical with bCD
~Fig. 2! and for 203 K the excess wing seems to have merged
with the a peak. For T>203 K the deviations of the experi-
mental data from the CD fits are due to the fast dynamic
processes described in the following section.

B. Fast dynamics

At high frequencies, succeeding the excess wing for low
and the a peak for high temperatures, «9(n) exhibits a
smooth transition into a shallow minimum. Such a minimum
was earlier observed in glycerol @18,19,26,27#, Salol @19,26#,
the molten salts CKN @16,17,19,20,25#, and CRN @20#, and
the plastic crystals cyclo-octanol @47,51# and ortho-carborane
@51#. With increasing temperature, the amplitude «min and
frequency position nmin of the minimum increases. For room
temperature the measurements have been extended into the
FIR region. Here no minimum is observed, but a shoulder
shows up near 1 THz. This shoulder is indicative of the
so-called boson peak or microscopic peak known mainly
from neutron- and light-scattering measurements
@11,12,14,15#. Indeed, for PC the boson peak, determined
from light-scattering measurements @15#, is located just
above 1 THz. As the peak frequency and amplitude is only
weakly temperature dependent, it becomes obvious that the
high-frequency flank of the «9(n) minimum is identical to
the low-frequency flank of the boson peak. The frequency
dependence in this region can be approximately described by
a power law «9;na. The exponent a increases with decreas-
ing temperature and seems to approach a linear behavior as
indicated by the dash-dotted line in Fig. 2. In «8(n) for these
frequencies the onset of a relaxation step corresponding to
the boson peak can be seen ~Fig. 1!.

In Fig. 4 we compare «9(n) with x9(n) calculated from
the light-scattering results on PC @15#. As the light-scattering
results give no information on the absolute values of «9, the
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datasets have been scaled to yield a comparable height of the
boson peak. While the dielectric results in PC are qualita-
tively similar to the light-scattering results ~succession of a
peak, minimum, and boson peak!, quantitative differences
show up: The a peak is located at a significantly lower fre-
quency and the ratio of the amplitudes of the a and the boson
peak is higher for the dielectric measurements. The latter
behavior was also found in our experiments on glycerol
@26,27# and Salol @26#, and in molecular-dynamics simula-
tions of ortho-terphenyl @52# and of a system of rigid di-
atomic molecules @53#. The results from a very recent
neutron-scattering study of PC @54# indicate an even smaller
ratio of the a- and the boson-peak amplitude than for light
scattering. Clearly the position of the minimum differs be-
tween the different methods, also in accord with results on
other systems @26,27,53#. In contrast, the increase towards
the boson peak exhibits almost identical power laws for the
dielectric and light-scattering measurements.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. a relaxation

The most significant result of an analysis of the
a-relaxation process is the temperature dependence of the
a-relaxation time which is compared to various predictions
in Fig. 5. Figure 5~a! shows the same fit with the VFT equa-
tion @50#,

nt5n0 expS 2DTVF

T2TVF
D ~1!

as in the inset of Fig. 2. A VFT temperature TVF5132 K and
a strength parameter D56.6 were determined, the latter
characterizing PC as a fragile glass former @28#. While the
VFT equation is primarily an empirical description, a theo-
retical foundation was given in various models, e.g., the
Adam-Gibbs theory @55# or the free volume theory @56#.

FIG. 4. Frequency dependence of the dielectric loss in propy-
lene carbonate compared to the susceptibility as calculated from the
light scattering results ~from @15#!. The light-scattering data sets
have been vertically shifted to give a comparable intensity of the
boson peak.
In Fig. 5~a! it becomes obvious that, above a crossover
temperature TA'230 K, deviations from VFT behavior show
up, similar to those seen in earlier work @37,43,49#. In @37#
and @43# a transition to thermally activated behavior was sug-
gested as demonstrated by the dashed line in Fig. 5~a!. TA
was interpreted @37# as temperature below which the poten-
tial energy landscape becomes important. However, one has
to state that also alternative descriptions are possible, e.g.,
using VFT behavior at high and a thermally activated behav-
ior at low temperatures or a combination of VFT functions
@57#. In addition, Stickel et al. @49# performed an analysis of
relaxation-time data on PC extending to temperatures above
room temperature using a temperature-derivative method
@58#. Here dª@2d(log10 np)/d(1/T)#21/2 is plotted versus
1/T , which leads to a linear behavior for the VFT law and a
constant for the Arrhenius law. This ‘‘Stickel plot’’ is shown
in the inset of Fig. 5~a!. The solid and the dashed lines are
the transferred VFT and Arrhenius curves shown in the main
frame. In this representation, deviations only weakly seen in
the main frame become more pronounced. Near 200 K, a
change of slope shows up which suggests a transition to a
second VFT law above about 200 K as indicated by the
dotted line. A very similar behavior was found by Stickel et
al. @49#. The suggested Arrhenius behavior above about 230
K @main frame of Fig. 5~a!# seems not to be supported by the
Stickel plot, but at least a tendency of d(T) to saturate at

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of nt51/(2p^t&CD) as deter-
mined from simultaneous CD fits of «8(n) and «9(n) in Arrhenius
representation. ~a! Solid line: fit with VFT behavior @Eq. ~1!, n0
53.231012 Hz, D56.6, TVF5132 K#; dashed line: Arrhenius be-
havior (n059.031012 Hz, E52290 K!. ~b! Solid line: fit with EFV
theory @Eq. ~2!, A510.7, B5309 K, C54.82 K, T05162 K#. ~c!
Solid line: fit with MCT @Eq. ~3!, Tc5187 K, g52.72, c512 900#.
Tc and g were fixed at the values determined from the evaluation of
the «9(n) minimum. Dashed line: fit with VFT behavior for T
,200 K @Eq. ~1!, n054.931013 Hz, D58.4, TVF5128 K#. ~d!
Solid line: fit with FLD theory @Eq. ~4!, T*5215 K, n`

52.0331014 Hz, E`53090 K, F5457#; dashed line: high-
temperature asymptotic Arrhenius behavior. The insets in ~a!–~d!
show plots of dª@2d(log10 np)/d(1/T)#21/2 as suggested by
Stickel et al. @58#. The lines are calculated with the same param-
eters as the lines in the corresponding main frames. The additional
dotted line in the inset of ~a! suggests a second VFT law above
200 K.
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high temperatures is seen. Stickel et al. @49# reported a tran-
sition to thermally activated behavior at a higher temperature
of about 300 K. Overall, as demonstrated in Fig. 5~a!, the
three-parameter VFT function is not able to describe the data
in the whole temperature range and a crossover to a different
behavior has to be assumed to overcome this difficulty.

A four-parameter function for the description of nt(T) is
the outcome of the extended free volume ~EFV! theory @59#.
In the EFV theory the supercooled liquid is assumed to be
divided into liquidlike and solidlike regions. At a tempera-
ture T0 a transition from percolating ~fluid! to isolated liq-
uidlike regions ~solid glass state! occurs. By addressing the
entropy of the glass-forming system and making use of per-
colation theory, the following result for nt(T) was obtained:

log10~nt!52A2
B

T2T01@~T2T0!
21CT#1/2

. ~2!

Good fits with Eq. ~2! for a variety of glass formers were
reported @12,59#. Figure 5~b! shows a fit of nt(T) of PC with
Eq. ~2! and T05162 K. Indeed, the EFV theory gives a very
good description of the present data and T0 is almost identi-
cal to the calorimetric Tg'159 K @37#. Also in the Stickel
plot, data and fit agree reasonably well.

While the VFT and EFV predictions lead to critical tem-
peratures near or below Tg , the Tc of MCT is predicted to be
located well above Tg . The simplest version of MCT, the
idealized MCT @2,3#, predicts a critical behavior of the
a-relaxation time scale,

nt;~T2Tc!g, ~3!

with a critical exponent g that is determined by g51/(2a)
11/(2b). Here a and b are the low- and high-frequency
power-law exponents of the «9(n) minimum, as will be ex-
plained in detail in Sec. IV C 1. The solid line in Fig. 5~c! is
a fit with the three-parameter function, Eq. ~3!, with g
52.72 and Tc5187 K fixed to the values obtained from the
analysis of the «9(n) minimum ~Sec. IV C 1!. Even with all
parameters free, very similar values result, namely Tc5185
K and g52.78. For the fits, only data above 200 K were
used where a good agreement between data and fit was
achieved. The inset shows the same curves in a Stickel plot.
In order to describe the data at lower temperatures, a VFT fit
can be employed ~dashed line in the inset and main frame!.
The change of slope, seen in the Stickel plot near 200 K @49#,
then marks the transition from VFT to MCT behavior. The
observed absence of critical behavior at Tc in the experimen-
tal data is expected within the extended MCT @3,4#. Here the
structural arrest found in idealized MCT for T,Tc is
avoided by the assumption of thermally activated hopping
processes. MCT also predicts that, at least for T.Tc , the
relaxation times determined with different experimental
methods should follow a common temperature behavior. In-
deed, while there is a difference in the absolute values of t
from light scattering @15# and dielectric measurements ~lead-
ing to the different a-peak positions in Fig. 4!, which can be
understood considering the different correlation functions of
both methods @60#, they can be transferred into each other by
a temperature-independent factor of about 3 ~not shown!.
Finally, we compare the results to the predictions of the
frustration-limited domain ~FLD! model by Kivelson, Tarjus,
and co-workers @7#. This theory postulates a ‘‘narrowly
avoided critical point’’ at a temperature T* above the melt-
ing point. The theory is based on the assumption that there is
a locally preferred structure ~LPS! which, however, is not
able to tile space periodically. Without this geometrical con-
straint the system would condense into the LPS at T*. In real
systems somewhat below T*, frustration-limited domains
with the LPS are formed. Such a scenario is intuitive for the
simple system of spherical molecules. Here the LPS is an
icosahedral short-range order but one cannot tile space with
this structure. By using a phenomenological scaling ap-
proach, a prediction for the temperature-dependent relaxation
rate was obtained:

np5n` expS 2
E`

T D for T.T*,

~4!

np5n` expF2
E`

T 2
FT*
T S T*2T

T* D 8/3G for T,T*.

Good agreement of this four-parameter function with the
results in a variety of glass formers was found @61#. This is
also valid for the present results on PC as demonstrated in
Fig. 5~d!. However, in the Stickel plot ~inset! the small de-
viations, seen at high temperatures, are more pronounced and
the agreement between data and fit seems rather poor. The
abrupt transition between two functional forms at T* may be
a reason for these difficulties, which possibly could be over-
come by using a smoother transition.

Clearly, among the analyses presented in Fig. 5, the one
employing the combination of VFT and thermally activated
behavior @Fig. 5~a!# seems least reasonable as there is no
theoretical base for such a behavior. As could be expected,
the two four-parameter functions ~EFV and FLD model! pro-
vide the best descriptions of the data as was also found for a
similar comparison performed for dielectric results on Salol
@12#. As mentioned above, the huge deviations seen for the
~idealized! MCT approach could be expected. This setback
may be overcome when employing the extended MCT,
which is out of the scope of the present work. An argument
in favor of the MCT fit is the fact that only one parameter
was varied, Tc and g being fixed as mentioned above.

The MCT also makes distinct predictions for the tempera-
ture dependence of the relaxation strength D« and the spec-
tral form of the a process @2–4#. According to idealized
MCT, for T.Tc , the relaxation strength and the spectral
form of the a process should be temperature independent
~time-temperature superposition principle!. In addition, for
T,Tc , D«5c11c2@(Tc2T)/Tc#1/2 follows from extended
MCT. In Fig. 3~a! the solid line was calculated using the
MCT prediction with Tc5187 K as deduced in Sec. IV C 1.
Due to the scattering of the data, no definite conclusion can
be drawn, but at least the data do not contradict MCT. In
contrast, Schönhals et al. @43# reported clear deviations of
their D«(T) ~given in arbitrary units! from MCT predictions
@62#. Concerning the predicted temperature-independent
spectral form of the a peak for T.Tc , a tendency to saturate
is indeed seen for bCD(T) and bKWW(T) in Fig. 3, however
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at temperatures clearly above Tc only. But a reasonable de-
scription of the a peaks for T.Tc is also possible with a
constant bCD'0.8. Again this is in contrast to the statements
made in @43#. Overall it is difficult to make a decisive state-
ment about the validity of MCT in PC from the analysis of
the a process alone.

B. Excess wing

The excess wing ~also called ‘‘high-frequency wing’’ or
‘‘tail’’! seems to be a universal feature of glass-forming liq-
uids @8,63#, but up to now its microscopic origin remains
unclear. A phenomenological function taking account of the
a peak and the wing has been proposed recently @64#. In
many cases it is possible to describe the a peak including the
wing using a model of dynamically correlated domains @6#,
but for low temperatures and extremely broadband data, de-
viations show up @65#. Also, the FLD model is able to de-
scribe the wing at least partly @7#.

Nagel and co-workers @8# found that the «9(n) curves for
different temperatures and even for different materials, in-
cluding the a peak and the wing, can be scaled onto one
master curve by an appropriate choice of the x and y axis.
This intriguing scaling behavior strongly suggests a correla-
tion between the a process and the high-frequency wing.
However, until now there has been no theoretical justifica-
tion for the choice of the plotted quantities. During recent
years some criticism of the Nagel scaling arose concerning
its universality @66,67# and accuracy @67,68# and minor
modifications of the original scaling procedure have been
proposed @67#. However, it is still commonly believed that
the Nagel scaling is of significance for our understanding of
the glass-forming liquids and many efforts have been made
to check its validity in a variety of materials @47,66,68–70#.

In Fig. 6 we have applied the modified scaling approach
proposed by Dendzik et al. @67#. This procedure was shown
to lead to somewhat better scaling in the a-peak region and
allows for an unequivocal determination of the scaling pa-
rameters. In addition, the modified procedure is able to col-
lapse different CD curves onto one master curve @67#, which
is not the case for the original Nagel scaling @69#. As dem-
onstrated in Fig. 2, the CD function gives an excellent de-
scription of the a-peak region in «9(n). The application of
the modified scaling requires the determination of parameters
ns , «s9 , and b . Here ns and «s9 are defined as frequency and
amplitude of the intersection point of the two power laws
«9;n for n,np and «9;n2b for n.np . In Fig. 6 we show
the PC results in addition to glycerol data taken from @27#,
scaled according to @67#, i.e., with x5(11b)log10(n/ns)
and y5log10@«9ns /(«s9n)# . Indeed, the a peak and the ex-
cess wing region can be scaled nicely onto one master curve
for each material. The deviations from this master curve seen
in Fig. 6 occur in the minimum and boson peak region,
which cannot be scaled in this way. The scaling transfers the
CD behavior of the a peak to a constant, y50, at its low-
frequency side (x,0) and to a linear decrease, y52x ~solid
lines in Fig. 6!, at its high-frequency side (x.0). The excess
wing shows up as a more shallow linear decrease deviating
from the y52x line above x'5. Due to the large frequency
region available for the present work this linear decrease can
be observed up to x520 for PC while the maximum value
observed up to now was x'11 @67#. Due to this larger range
it becomes obvious that the curves for glycerol and PC show
significant deviations from each other at x*10 as demon-
strated in the upper inset of Fig. 6. In contrast, the original
Nagel scaling @8# scales the curves for both materials much
better in this high-frequency region @71#. As mentioned
above, the wing seems to merge with the a peak above about
200 K. In Fig. 6 this corresponds to a direct transition from
y52x behavior to the nonscaling linear decrease corre-
sponding to the minimum region ~see the lower inset of Fig.
6!. Here only two linear regions for x.0 can be distin-
guished while at lower temperatures three such regions are
seen ~associated with the a peak, excess wing, and mini-
mum!. For glycerol a similar merging of wing and a peak is
observed at temperatures above about 270 K.

Finally we want to mention that it is also possible to de-
scribe the excess wing by an additional relaxation process
superimposed to the a process @21#. Such secondary pro-
cesses, usually termed ~slow! b processes, can often be as-
cribed to an internal change of the molecular conformation.
However, in the light of the universal properties of the wing
for different glass-forming liquids revealed by the Nagel
scaling, it is unreasonable to ascribe it to this type of b
relaxations which depend on the specific molecular structure.
The finding that secondary relaxation processes can show up
also in simple glass formers led to the assumption of a more
fundamental reason for these so-called Johari-Goldstein b
processes @38#. Also recent theoretical developments @72#
within the coupling model @5# may point in the direction of a
universal slow b relaxation, closely connected to the a pro-
cess. It cannot be excluded that the wing and these possible
intrinsic b relaxations are manifestations of the same micro-
scopic mechanism.

FIG. 6. Scaling plot of e9(n) for PC and glycerol according to
@67#. ns and «s9 are read off at the intersection point of the two
power laws «9;n and «9;n2b below and above the peak fre-
quency, respectively. Note that for clarity reasons both data sets are
shifted with respect to each other. The lines show the asymptotic
behavior for a CD function at n,np and n.np . The lower inset is
a magnified plot for the transition region between CD and excess
wing contribution in PC. Here the 295 K points are connected by a
solid line to guide the eye. The upper inset shows one glycerol and
one PC curve in the wing region.
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C. Fast dynamics

1. «9(n) minimum

In Fig. 7, a magnified view of the high-frequency region
of «9(n) is shown. In the inset we try to analyze the mini-
mum region in terms of a simple crossover from a relaxation
or excess wing to the boson peak. For the low-frequency
wing of the boson peak a linear or steeper increase of «9(n)
can be assumed as is commonly found for a variety of glass
formers @11,12,73#. Indeed, for the lowest temperatures in-
vestigated, where vibrational contributions can be assumed
to become dominant, a linear increase of «9(n) ~dashed line
in Fig. 7! is approached. Also, in order for the boson peak to
appear in the light- or neutron-scattering spectra ~where it
was first observed!, «9;nS(q ,n) must increase steeper than
linearly towards the boson peak. The dashed lines in the inset
of Fig. 7 have been calculated by a sum of two power laws,

«9;cbn2b1cnnn, ~5!

with n51 @74#. b was chosen to match the power law seen in
«9(n) between 1 GHz and the «9(n) minimum. Clearly there
is no way to obtain a reasonable fit of the experimental data
in this way. This analysis clearly implies the presence of
additional fast processes in this region, usually termed fast b
processes. Similar findings were obtained for a variety of
glass formers @12,18,19,47#.

Fast processes are not considered in the EFV model
@56,59#, which provides the best fits to the dynamics of the a
process ~Sec. IV A!. Within this model, molecules are as-
sumed to move within cages formed by their next neighbors
and diffusional motion occurs by hopping into ‘‘free vol-

FIG. 7. «9(n) at high frequencies for various temperatures. The
solid lines are fits with MCT, Eq. ~7!, with a50.29 and b
50.5 (l50.78). The dashed lines demonstrate na behavior for T
,Tc . The dash-dotted line indicates linear behavior. The dotted
line is drawn to guide the eye. The dashed lines in the inset have
been calculated with Eq. ~5!.
ume’’ available to the molecule. It is interesting that this
picture is qualitatively similar to that of MCT, where fast
processes are a natural consequence of the theory. But a
theoretical investigation of these possible fast processes in
the EFV is missing. In the FLD model @7# the a relaxation is
identified with the restructuring of the FLDs and occurs on a
length scale given by their characteristic size. Within the
FLD framework there is a second length scale, the correla-
tion length j of the LPS. It was argued @7# that the experi-
mentally observed fast b processes may be ascribed to fast
relaxations taking place on this smaller length scale of the
FLD model. However, up to now a theoretical elaboration of
the fast processes within FLD theory was missing.

Another model predicting fast processes is the coupling
model ~CM! of Ngai and co-workers @5#. Here the fast pro-
cess is part of the a relaxation, defined in the time domain.
The a relaxation is assumed to be composed of a fast expo-
nential decay with relaxation time t f at short times t,tc ,
and a slower KWW behavior with relaxation time ts and
stretching parameter bs at t.tc . The crossover time tc was
stated to be of the order of ps for most systems @5#. Demand-
ing continuity at tc leads to the relation

t f5ts
bstc

12bs . ~6!

This allows for the determination of the relaxation time t f
of the fast process, if the KWW parameters of the slow pro-
cess are known. The parameters determined from the KWW
fits of the a relaxation in PC ~Sec. IV A! result in a factor
ts /t f'1.3 for the highest temperature and ts /t f'104 for
153 K. Obviously, the fast process inherent in the CM is
located at much lower frequencies than the «9(n) minimum
and therefore cannot be brought into play for the explanation
of the excess intensity in this region. Instead additional con-
tributions need to be assumed but, as shown in the beginning
of this section, a combination of a process ~even including
the CM’s fast process! and boson peak alone cannot take
account of the experimental data. Further contributions may
arise @75#, e.g., from a constant loss term as early proposed
by Wong and Angell @24# and/or a possible «9;n0.3 behav-
ior, both seemingly universal features in the dielectric re-
sponse of glassy ionic conductors @76,77#. Possible micro-
scopic explanations for these contributions were proposed in
@77#. Indeed, the data in PC near the «9(n) minimum can
well be described by adding a term «c1c3n0.3 to the ansatz
of Eq. ~5! @78#. In this way, by adjusting the parameters to
achieve a smooth transition to the CD curves describing the
a peak, quite impressive fits over 17 decades of frequency
are possible. Of course this could be expected considering
the large amount of parameters involved in the fitting, but
nevertheless it cannot be excluded that such a simple super-
position ansatz of different independent contributions is cor-
rect.

Very recently a model was proposed considering a low-
frequency relaxationlike part of the vibration susceptibility
function responsible for the boson peak @79#. This relaxation-
like response was shown to arise from anharmonicity of vi-
brations and invoked to explain the quasielastic line seen in
light and neutron scattering. This quasielastic contribution
corresponds to the fast b process seen in the region below
the boson peak in the susceptibility spectra. Within this
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framework, the fast process should show up as a peak with
«9;na and «9;n21 at its low- and high-frequency side,
respectively. For the absolute value of the exponent a, rea-
sonable values ranging between 0.375 and 1 were given in
@79#, depending on the system. Of course no peak is seen
between a and the boson peak in the spectra of PC ~Figs. 2
and 7! but the n21 wing of the fast b process may be ob-
scured by the domination of the boson peak at higher fre-
quencies. A severe argument against this picture is the
smooth transition of «9(n) from the minimum to the boson
peak with only one power law, which seems unlikely to re-
sult from the superposition of the na wing of the fast b
process and the low-frequency wing of the boson peak
~steeper than n1, see above!. However, this possibility cannot
fully be excluded and at least this model provides an expla-
nation for the sublinear increase seen for n.nmin . It is inter-
esting that within this theoretical framework a crossover
temperature of the fast relaxation was obtained which was
found to be of similar magnitude as the critical temperature
Tc of MCT @79#.

As mentioned in the Introduction, a fast process in the
minimum region of «9(n) is one of the main outcomes of
MCT, a prediction which led to the tremendous interest in
this high-frequency region. Within idealized MCT, above
Tc , the high- and low-frequency wings close to the mini-
mum of «9(n) are described by power laws with exponents a
and b, respectively. The minimum region can be approxi-
mated by the interpolation formula @2,3#:

«9~n !5«min9 @a~n/nmin!
2b1b~n/nmin!

a#/~a1b !. ~7!

nmin and «min9 denote position and amplitude of the minimum,
respectively. The exponents a and b are temperature inde-
pendent and constrained by the exponent parameter l
5G2(12a)/G(122a)5G2(11b)/G(112b), where G de-
notes the Gamma function. This restricts the exponent a to
values below 0.4, i.e., a significantly sublinear increase of
«9(n) at frequencies above the minimum is predicted. We
found a consistent description of the «9 minima at T>193 K
using l50.78, which implies a50.29 and b50.5 ~solid
lines in Fig. 7!. The obtained l agrees with that determined
from the preliminary data published previously @19,25,26#. It
is identical to l deduced from light-scattering results @15#
and also consistent with a recent analysis of solvation dy-
namics experiments on PC @80#. In addition, a preliminary
analysis of the susceptibility minimum from recent neutron-
scattering measurements @54# yields l50.75, consistent with
the present value. At high frequencies the fits with Eq. ~7!
are limited by the onset of the decrease at the high-frequency
wing of the boson peak. Quite a different behavior was seen
in glycerol @26,78#, where the MCT fits are limited at high
frequencies by an additional increase, which cannot be de-
scribed by Eq. ~7!. In @26,78# it was argued that this devia-
tion in glycerol is due to the vibrational boson peak contri-
bution which is not taken into account by Eq. ~7!. In PC this
contribution seems to be of less importance. This is in accord
with the finding of Sokolov et al. @32# that the amplitude
ratio of boson peak and fast process is largest for strong glass
formers, glycerol being much stronger than PC ~see also Sec.
IV C 3!. The deviations of data and fits, seen at low frequen-
cies in Fig. 7, can be ascribed to the growing importance of
the a relaxation, which is not taken into account by the
simple interpolation formula, Eq. ~7!.

The critical temperature Tc should manifest itself in the
temperature dependence of the «9(n) minimum. For T
.Tc , MCT predicts the following relations: nmin;(T
2Tc)1/(2a) and «min9 ;(T2Tc)1/2. Figure 8 shows the results for
«min9 (T), nmin(T), and also for nt(T) ~same data as in Fig. 5!.
Here representations have been chosen that lead to straight
lines that extrapolate to Tc if the predicted critical tempera-
ture dependences are obeyed. Indeed, as indicated by the
solid lines, all three data sets can be described consistently
with a critical temperature Tc'187 K, in agreement with the
results determined from the preliminary data published pre-
viously @19,25,26#. This lies in the same range as the Tc
obtained from light scattering @15# ~187 K!, neutron scatter-
ing @81# ~180–200 K!, and solvation dynamics experiments
@80# ~176 K!. Also the Tc'186 K, deduced from a prelimi-
nary analysis of the susceptibility minimum from recent
neutron-scattering experiments @54#, agrees well with the
present value. For temperatures near Tc , the nt data deviate
from the predicted behavior as also seen in Fig. 5~c!. Within
MCT this can be ascribed to a smearing out of the critical
behavior near Tc due to hopping processes which are consid-
ered in extended versions of MCT only @3,4#. In addition, the
above critical temperature dependences of «min9 , nmin , and np
should be valid only for temperatures not too far above Tc
and the deviations seen for nmin and «min9 at high tempera-
tures ~Fig. 8! may be due to this fact. Therefore, there is a
problem concerning the proper choice of the temperature
range to be used for the determination of Tc . While the
critical behavior proposed in Fig. 8 seems reasonable, some

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the amplitude ~a! and posi-
tion ~b! of the «9(n) minimum and of the a-peak position nt

51/(2p^t&CD) ~c! of PC. «min9 and nmin have been taken from the
fits with Eq. ~7!. Representations have been chosen that result in
straight lines according to the predictions of the MCT. The solid
lines extrapolate to a Tc of 187 K for all three quantities as indi-
cated by the arrows. The pluses give an estimate for the position of
the tentative ‘‘knee,’’ which may be suspected from Fig. 7.
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uncertainties concerning the value of Tc remain, which can
only be clarified by an analysis within the extended MCT
@82#.

MCT predicts a significant change in the behavior of
«9(n) at Tc : For T,Tc , within idealized MCT «9(n)
should exhibit a so-called ‘‘knee’’ at a frequency nk , i.e., a
change of power law from «9;na at n.nk to «9;n at n
,nk . Within idealized MCT, at T,Tc the minimum and the
a peak should vanish but both phenomena are restored by
the hopping processes invoked in extended MCT @3,4#. At
first, from Fig. 7 it becomes obvious that the fits with Eq. ~7!
with l50.78 will no longer work at T,Tc because the high-
frequency wing of the minimum becomes successively
steeper below this temperature, i.e., the frequency depen-
dence of «9(n) changes significantly below Tc . In Fig. 7, an
«9;na behavior with a50.29 as determined for T.Tc is
shown as a dashed line matching the region just below the
boson peak for the 183 K and 173 K curves. For lower fre-
quencies the experimental data exhibit a downward deviation
from the na extrapolations, i.e., really a knee appears. Nev-
ertheless, in light of the rather large experimental uncertain-
ties in this region it seems quite audacious to assign the
observed feature to the knee of MCT. According to MCT, nk
and the amplitude at the knee, «k9 , should also exhibit critical
behavior, nk;(Tc2T)1/(2a) and «k9;(Tc2T)1/2, with the
proportionality factors in close connection with the propor-
tionality factors in the critical behavior of the minimum @83#.
In Figs. 8~a! and 8~b! the two values read off from Fig. 7 are
denoted as pluses. Having in mind the extreme uncertainties
in the knee position, the data seem to be consistent with a Tc
of 187 K. However, the position of the knee is not in accord
with the position of the minimum above Tc @83#. Overall, a
lack of significance of the observed knee feature has to be
stated but at least the data show where the knee may be
located and where more experimental work has to be done to
check for its presence and temperature evolution in PC.

2. Comparison with scattering results

The comparison of dielectric and scattering results is
shown in Fig. 4. As mentioned above ~Sec. III B!, the sig-
nificantly larger ratio of a and the boson peak amplitude for
dielectric compared with light-scattering results seems to be
a rather universal property of glass-forming materials
@26,27,52,53#. Recently, an explanation for this finding was
given by considering the different dependencies of the
probes on orientational fluctuations @84#. In addition, in a
recent theoretical work @85#, MCT was generalized to mo-
lecular liquids of molecules with orientational degrees of
freedom. The resulting MCT equations were solved for a
system of dipolar hard spheres and a larger ratio of a and the
boson peak amplitude for «9 was obtained in accordance
with the experimental findings. Furthermore, it is one of the
main predictions of MCT @2–4# that the same parameters Tc
and l should arise from all observables coupling to the den-
sity fluctuations. This is indeed the case for propylene car-
bonate ~see above!. But also the position of the «9 ~respec-
tively x9) minima should be the same, independent of the
experimental method, which is also valid when including
orientational degrees of freedom @60#. However, as seen in
Fig. 4, this seems not to be the case. An explanation for a
similar behavior found from molecular-dynamics simulations
of a system of rigid diatomic molecules was given in terms
of 180° flips of the nonspherical molecules, which cannot be
taken into account by a hard-sphere model @53#. In this con-
text, it may be mentioned that for the mobile-ion glass-
former CKN a rather good agreement of the minimum posi-
tion from different experimental methods was found @25#.
Here orientational degrees of freedom are not important,
which corroborates the above explanation in terms of 180°
flips.

3. Boson peak

The boson peak is a universal feature of glass-forming
materials showing up in light and neutron scattering but also
as excess contribution in specific-heat measurements. A va-
riety of explanations of the boson peak has been proposed,
e.g., in terms of the soft potential model @86#, phonon local-
ization models @87#, or a model of coupled harmonic oscil-
lators with a distribution of force constants @88#. Also MCT
includes contributions leading to a peak at THz as was
shown using a schematic two-correlator model @89#. How-
ever, up to now there is no consensus concerning the micro-
scopic origin of this phenomenon. It cannot be the aim of the
present paper to compare the results with the proposed mod-
els, especially in the light of the rather restricted database for
n.1 THz. However, some experimental facts deserve to be
emphasized which may be of importance for the understand-
ing of the boson peak. Figure 9 shows the high-frequency
region of «9(n) for PC and glycerol. Clearly, both materials
exhibit quite different behavior in the boson peak region: For
PC only one power law is seen at frequencies n.nmin form-
ing simultaneously the high-frequency wing of the «9 mini-
mum and the low-frequency wing of the boson peak. In
marked contrast, for glycerol two regimes can be distin-
guished: Directly above nmin , there is a rather shallow in-
crease of «9(n) which together with the left wing of the
minimum can be well fitted with the MCT prediction, Eq. ~7!
@18,26,78#. At higher frequencies a very steep increase ap-
pears, approaching «9;n3 for T→Tg . This different behav-
ior of PC and glycerol also becomes obvious in the scaling
plot of Fig. 6. For both materials the «9(n) minimum corre-
sponds to the deviation from the master curve, which shows
up as a third linear region in the scaling plot. But for glycerol
in addition a minimum is seen in Fig. 6. In the scaling plot
this minimum marks the transition point between the two
regimes at n.nmin , described above. It seems that in glyc-
erol the fast b process giving rise to the shallow minimum in
«9(n) or the third linear region in the scaling plot is obscured
at higher frequencies by the boson peak contribution. This
arguing seems to be in accord with the finding of Sokolov
et al. @32# of a higher amplitude ratio of boson peak and fast
process for strong glass formers. However, at least near Tg
this ratio, e.g., measured by comparing boson peak and mini-
mum amplitude in Fig. 9, is quite similar for both materials.
For high temperatures, T>193 K for PC and T>253 K for
glycerol, the fast b process in PC has indeed a higher am-
plitude if curves with similar values of np are compared.
This fact also explains the good fits with MCT up to the
boson peak frequency ~Sec. IV C 1! in PC. However, for
lower temperatures the different characteristics of PC and
glycerol has to be ascribed either to a more shallow left wing
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of the boson peak for PC («9;n1 instead of «9;n3) or to a
steeper increase of the high-frequency wing of the minimum,
thereby obscuring the steeper boson peak wing. Interestingly,
while there might be some problems for the new model by
Novikov @79# in explaining the PC results ~see Sec. IV C 1!,
glycerol seems to fit into this picture: Below the boson peak,
two distinct regions are seen which can be ascribed to the
relaxationlike and the main part of the vibrational excita-
tions. Concerning MCT, it has to be mentioned that the light-
scattering results on glycerol @14# exhibit quite similar char-
acteristics to the dielectric results @27#. The light-scattering
results were successfully described using the schematic two-
correlator MCT model mentioned above @89#. But it is not
clear if MCT is able to provide an explanation for the quali-
tative difference of the glycerol and PC dielectric data.

D. Conclusions

Dielectric data on glass-forming PC in an exceptionally
broad frequency range have been presented and compared
with the results from light scattering and with broadband
dielectric results on glycerol. A comparison of the findings
concerning a relaxation, excess wing, «9(n) minimum, and
boson peak on various theoretical and phenomenological
predictions has been performed. The temperature depen-
dence of the a-relaxation time is in accord with the EFV and
the FLD models and at high temperatures also with that of
idealized MCT. The temperature dependences of the relax-

FIG. 9. «9(n) in the high-frequency region for PC ~a! and glyc-
erol ~b!. The dash-dotted lines indicate power laws as noted in the
figure. The dashed line in ~a! was drawn to guide the eye.
ation strength and the width parameter of the a relaxation
were determined and some differences from the findings
from previous works were found. The excess wing in PC was
shown to follow the modified Nagel scaling proposed by
Dendzik et al. @67# but at high frequencies the curves of PC
and glycerol do not scale onto each other. Overall, it is not
possible to arrive at a decision in favor of or against one of
the models on the dynamics of glass-forming materials from
the results obtained at the first 15 decades of frequency
alone.

At higher frequencies above about 1 GHz a minimum in
«9(n) is detected. In this region, clearly fast processes con-
tribute to the dielectric loss, a finding for which most models
provide no explanation. While the minimum can be well de-
scribed by the sum of power laws and a constant loss con-
tribution @78#, the theoretical foundation for these contribu-
tions is unclear at present but currently is being developed
@75#. In contrast, MCT provides a microscopic explanation
for the high-frequency data, at least at high temperatures. In
addition, the analysis within MCT yields values for Tc and
l , that are in agreement with those determined from other
experimental methods. Also the differences in the suscepti-
bilities obtained from dielectric and light scattering experi-
ments seem to be in accord with recent extensions of MCT.
At low temperatures, T, Tc , at least a qualitative agreement
of the results with MCT can be stated, but more work is
needed for a quantitative comparison @82#.

Overall, certain aspects of the results found in the present
work can be explained by different models, but in our judg-
ment MCT provides the most consistent picture providing
explanations for the largest variety of experimental facts, in-
cluding the high-frequency processes. This may be partly
due to the large amount of predictions made by MCT, cov-
ering almost all aspects of the dynamic response of glass-
forming materials, while other models are somewhat re-
stricted in this respect. However, just this agreement of the
data with the many different predictions of MCT speaks in
favor of the theory. Admittedly, it is not possible to arrive at
a final decisive conclusion concerning the applicability of
MCT for PC and alternative explanations may be possible.
Also many questions need to be solved, e.g., the behavior
below Tc should be compared with the extended MCT, the
differences from the scattering results should be compared
quantitatively to MCT ~considering orientational degrees of
freedom of dipolar, nonspherical molecules!, and the quali-
tatively different behavior of PC and glycerol in the boson
peak region should be addressed. Finally, in the boson peak
region we find significant differences between glycerol and
PC that still require a theoretical explanation. But also more
experimental work is needed, e.g., concerning the tempera-
ture evolution of the boson peak and a higher precision of the
data at low temperatures in order to investigate in detail the
possible occurrence of a knee in «9(n) of PC.
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